WESTERLY OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION YAHOO! GROUP RULES & ETIQUETTE
These Rules, Requirements and Requests are for your Guidance and Observation, and to
protect the voluntary team who moderate the group on your behalf. It is a condition of
Membership that you accept these conditions.
The Westerly Owners’ Association is hereinafter referred to as WOA.
The Westerly Owners’ Association Yahoo! Group is hereinafter referred to as “the list”.
CONTRIBUTORS USE THIS YAHOO! GROUP DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK.
Please take reasonable measures to protect your safety and privacy when posting to the list.
Remember this is a public facility, and you are responsible for your comments and actions.
You also agree to your posts being used in other public facilities, whether or not associated
with this Group or any other public facility, including WOA provided facilities. By joining this
list, you agree to hold neither the list Owners, moderators, nor anyone affiliated with WOA
responsible or liable for any circumstance resulting from WOA related information or
communication. WOA has no responsibility for any consequential or other loss, howsoever
incurred, as a result of information offered by the list.









Posts must be Legal & Appropriate for all ages. This is a public facility, so no bad
language or offensive comments.
PLEASE, no grumpy replies, or those that merely add agreement.
In order to assist searching the site for information the subject line of any post should be
relevant to the subject being discussed. Please stay on topic, and start another topic or
change the subject if the topic changes.
Trim any post you are replying to, leaving enough text to retain context.
Do not contact other members about non-Westerly Owners’ Association activities or
offers (e.g. moneymaking schemes, sponsorship, "funnies", etc.)
No advertising, personal or commercial. This includes selling of boats or equipment.
If the message is personal, please reply direct to that person.
Be nice! :) Please and thank you go a long way.

Please abide by these rules. The Group owner has the authority to Update/Change these
rules at any time. Your account may be closed at the direction of the owner or a Moderator in
accordance with these rules.
More information about the Westerly Owners’ Association Yahoo! Group list may be found at:
http://www.westerly-owners.co.uk/ab_discuss.php
More Technical Information may be found at:
WOA Members Area - http://www.westerly-owners.co.uk/login
WOA Forum - http://www.westerly-owners.co.uk/woaforum
Wiki - http://www.westerly-owners.co.uk/westerlywiki
Happy posting
WOA Yahoo! Discussion Group Team

